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ABOUT TITO’S
Established in 1971, Tito's in Goa is a pioneering force in
the region's tourism industry. Founded by Tito Henry de
Souza, it has become an iconic destination, attracting
Bollywood and Hollywood stars and hosting high-profile
events, including royal gatherings and glamorous affairs.
Located on Baga's sun-kissed shores with over 50,000
square feet of prime beachfront space, Tito's offers a
world of entertainment and hospitality, featuring
conference halls, discotheques, shopping boutiques, food
court, and a refreshing swimming pool. Tito's legacy traces
back to its founder's visionary spirit, and under the
leadership of Directors Mr. Ricardo D'Souza and Mr. David
D'Souza, it continues to thrive, embodying the enduring
charm of Goa's entertainment scene.



OUR MISSION IS TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONAL 
CORPORATE EVENT EXPERIENCES 

THAT INSPIRE AND DELIGHT ATTENDEES



CORPORATE EVENTS
In the realm of corporate events management, there's no one-size-
fits-all solution; it's all about the art of meticulous planning, honed
experience, forward-thinking, and tailoring your event to perfection.
Each congress is a unique entity in its own right and TITO’s excels in
curating events that seamlessly blend expertise, engagement, and
innovation. Whether you seek to convene thought leaders, celebrate
a milestone, showcase products or inspire your team; our seasoned
team of experts make it a reality.

At TITO’s, we don't just organize events; we orchestrate
transformative experiences that leave an indelible mark.



Concept Development
Our creative team works

closely with you to
brainstorm ideas and
develop a concept

that aligns with your
brand.

Timeliness
We understand the

importance of deadlines
and ensure that all aspects
of your event are executed

flawlessly and on time.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Initial Consultation
Our team takes the time

to understand your
objectives and delivers
customized solutions

tailored to your specific
needs.

Seamless Execution
From the pre-planning
stage to the post-event

follow-up, we handle every
detail with precision to

ensure a seamless
experience.



EVENTS PORTFOLIO
Conferences and Seminars

Trade EXPO’s and Exhibitions

Corporate Parties & Theme Nights

Product Launches

Business/Sales & Distributor Meets

Employee Training/Recreational Events

Awards/Accolades Events

Occasional Events



Conferences & Seminars

Organizing Conferences and Seminars is a
multifaceted endeavor that demands a realistic

understanding of the complexities involved. From
securing knowledgeable speakers, negotiating venue

contracts, and managing audio-visual intricacies to
anticipating the unexpected, the process can be

challenging. Yet, at TITO's, we believe that the reward
lies in the opportunity to create a platform where

knowledge flows freely, ideas are born, and
connections flourish.

EVENTS PORTFOLIO

Trade EXPO’s & Exhibitions

Expo’s and Exhibitions is a dynamic process that
blends strategic planning with creative flair. We

diligently coordinate every aspect, from selecting the
ideal venue and ensuring flawless logistics, marketing,

and attendee engagement. Our journey involves
meticulous floor planning, managing exhibitor

expectations, and harnessing cutting-edge tools to
enhance the visitor experience. With TITO’s tireless
dedication, the result is an immersive marketplace
where innovation and industry trends converge.



Corp Parties & Theme Nights

At TITO's, we specialize in crafting unforgettable
corporate parties and theme nights. From tailoring
themes to match your company culture to carefully
planning every detail, including the venue, decor,

entertainment, and catering, our aim is to strike the
perfect balance between relaxation and corporate

sophistication. We believe these events are
opportunities to express gratitude to your

hardworking staff, fostering camaraderie and pride
within your vibrant workplace community.

EVENTS PORTFOLIO

Product Launches

From artfully planning every detail to creating an
atmosphere of anticipation and excitement, at TITO's,
we know that a successful product launch is more than

just showcasing a new item—it's about creating a
memorable experience. Our team works closely with

your brand to understand your product's unique
selling points and your target audience's preferences.

We then craft a launch event that combines
innovation, storytelling, and immersive experiences,

ensuring that your product takes center stage.



Business & Distributor Meets

At TITO's, we understand the significance of Business
& Distributor Meets; we work closely with your team to

tailor the event to your goals, curating informative
sessions and facilitating networking opportunities.

From venue selection to engagement strategies, we
create an atmosphere where meaningful connections
and business strategies thrive. We bring realism and
engagement together, leaving a lasting impact on

your distributors and partners, ultimately contributing
to your business's growth and success.

EVENTS PORTFOLIO

Employee Recreational Events

Creating employee training and recreational events
that strike the right balance between learning and

enjoyment is our strength. At TITO's, we recognize the
value of engaging and empowering your workforce.
We collaborate with your team to design programs

that enhance skills, teamwork, and overall well-being.
From choosing the perfect venue to curating engaging
training modules and recreational activities, we foster

an environment where employees grow both
professionally and personally.



Awards/Accolades Events

TITO's excels in crafting Awards/Accolades events that
are both realistic and engaging. We understand the

importance of recognizing and celebrating excellence.
Our approach combines diligent planning with a deep
commitment to creating an immersive and captivating

experience. TITO's ensures that every moment is a
celebration of achievement. Our events not only honor
exceptional individuals and teams but also serve as a

source of inspiration and motivation for others.

EVENTS PORTFOLIO

Occasional Events

At TITO's, we understand the importance of these
cultural and entertainment occasions. Whether it's a
colorful festival or a musical extravaganza, our goal is

to create an atmosphere where attendees can
immerse themselves in the moment and make lasting

memories. TITO's combines creativity with expertise to
make your Occasional Events not only realistic but also
undeniably engaging, leaving your guests with a sense
of joy and connection that lingers long even after the

event concludes.



SERVICE OFFERINGS FOR ALL TYPES OF EVENTS
Venue Selection and Negotiation

Stay and Transport Logistics

Theme and Decor Design

Stage and Lighting Design

Catering and Beverage Services

Speaker and Content Management

Entertainment and Activities Planning

Photography and Videography Coordination

Exhibitor and Sponsorship Management

Booth Design and Construction

Attendee Registration and Management

VIP Experiences and Hospitality

On-site Event Management

Event Marketing and Promotion

Crowd Control and Security Planning

Post-Event Analytics and Reporting



Stay and Transport
Logistics

From arranging luxurious
accommodations to ensuring

smooth transportation
logistics, we skillfully manage
every detail to make your stay

and travel an extraordinary
odyssey from start to finish.

Theme and Decor
Design

We breathe life into your
vision with captivating theme

and decor design, turning
ordinary spaces into

extraordinary experiences. Let
your imagination run wild

while we create the
enchanting backdrop for your

unforgettable moments.

Stage and Lighting
Design

We craft mesmerizing stage
and lighting designs that

transform venues into
captivating theaters of
imagination. With every

spotlight and shadow, we
ensure your event takes center

stage in the memories of all
who attend.

Venue Selection
and Negotiation

Choosing the perfect venue is
like composing a symphony;
every note must harmonize.
We orchestrate your event's
success through meticulous

venue selection and
negotiation, ensuring your
vision comes to life in the

perfect setting.

SERVICE OFFERINGS



Speaker and Content
Management

We curate dynamic speaker
lineups and enrich content
management, transforming

gatherings into engaging and
knowledge-rich experiences.

We weave a narrative that
captivates your audience and

leaves them inspired well
beyond the event's

conclusion.

Entertainment and
Activities Planning
We specialize in organizing

memorable entertainment and
activities, turning gatherings
into immersive experiences

filled with excitement and joy.
We design the ideal blend of
fun and engagement that will
leave a lasting impact on your

attendees.

Photography and
Videography
Coordination

We offer exceptional
photography and videography

coordination services. Our
team ensures every moment is

expertly captured,
transforming your event into

timeless memories.

Catering and
Beverage Services
We elevate occasions with

exquisite catering and
beverage services, designed
to tantalize taste buds and

keep the celebration flowing
smoothly. We craft a culinary
journey that leaves a lasting
impression and keeps your
guests talking about your
event for years to come.

SERVICE OFFERINGS



Booth Design and
Construction

We bring your brand to life
through captivating booth

design and meticulous
construction. We craft

immersive spaces that not only
draw crowds but also leave a
lasting impression, ensuring

your message stands tall amid
the event's bustling

landscape.

Attendee
Registration and

Management
We prioritize streamlining
attendee registration by

harnessing cutting-edge tools
to orchestrate a seamless and

engaging attendee
registration process, ensuring
your guests embark on their
event journey effortlessly.

VIP Experiences
and Hospitality

Experience luxury like never
before with our VIP hospitality

services. We elevate your
event to new heights of

exclusivity and indulgence
ensuring VIP guests feel truly

exceptional at every turn.

Exhibitor and
Sponsorship
Management

We specialize in creating
dynamic showcases and
lucrative partnerships,

transforming your event into a
thriving platform for growth

and innovation based on your
vision.

SERVICE OFFERINGS



Event Marketing and
Promotion

We amplify your event's reach
with strategic event marketing

and promotion. We craft
compelling stories and harness
the power of digital platforms
to ensure your event shines in
the spotlight, drawing in your

target audience with
irresistible allure.

Crowd Control and
Security Planning
We ensure a secure and

memorable occasion through
expert crowd control and

rigorous security planning. We
prioritize the safety of your
guests while preserving the
vibrant atmosphere of your

event, allowing you to
celebrate worry-free.

Post-Event Analytics
and Reporting

We don't just host events; we
analyze their impact with
precision. Our post-event

analytics and reporting
provide valuable insights,

ensuring your future
endeavors are even more

extraordinary, backed by data-
driven success stories.

On-site Event
Management

We take the reins of on-site
event management,

orchestrating seamless
executions and turning your
vision into a vibrant reality.

Leave the intricacies to us and
embrace the joy of witnessing
your event unfold effortlessly

before your eyes.

SERVICE OFFERINGS



EVERY DETAIL, EVERY MOMENT,
PERFECTED BY TITOS

Titos Resorts and Hospitalities Pvt Ltd
H No 7/5, Titos, Titos Road, Saunta Vaddo, Calangute, Bardez, North Goa - 403516

M: +91 7659055999, 7767000600 | Email: corp@eventsbytitos.com
www.titosgoa.com


